BENDIXKING AEROWAVE TEXT & TRACK TURNS ANY SMARTPHONE
INTO A SATELLITE MESSAGING DEVICE
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., July 24, 2017 – BendixKing, a wholly owned subsidiary Honeywell
(NYSE: HON), is allowing pilots to turn any smartphone into a satellite messaging and tracking device
with its new AeroWave™ Text & Track. The Text & Track is ideal for individuals, military, maritime,
industrial, and other personnel, who require robust and reliable satellite communications while operating
in remote environments.
BendixKing’s Text & Track system uses Iridium’s low-Earth-orbit satellite network to ensure reliable,
global coverage. The portable device can easily connect to any smartphone, providing quick two-way
tracking and messaging so workers can stay connected no matter where they are. Additional features
include:


Two-Way Communication: Allows for quick communication with family, friends and co-workers,
the ability or send and receive messages directly to and from other devices. Users can send text
messages with up to 90 characters, receive messages with up to 140 characters or use one of 50
user-defined pre-set messages.



Flexible Operation: The Text & Track system can operate as a standalone tracker and SOS
beacon, or be paired to a smartphone via Bluetooth and the BendixKing app for more advanced
features, including text messaging, point of interest alerts, interactive SOS, increased situational
awareness, and device configuration.



Dedicated Alert Button: Alerts can be triggered by a dedicated SOS button on the device or via
the smartphone application for easy access.



Removable Antenna: Users can remove the antenna and replace it with an optional external
antenna for enhanced range and connectivity.

For more information and to purchase the AeroWave Text & Track, please stop by our booth
(booth #292) at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh. We are offering a limited time show special of $399.95 for the
unit with free airtime through December 31st, 2017.
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